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1. This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original
Bidding Documents dated June 29, 2020, and any prior addenda, as noted
below.

2. Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum on the Form of Proposal.

This Addendum consists of three total pages and no attachments.

Changes to prior Addenda:
None

Changes to Bidding Requirements:
None

Bidder Questions:

Item 1. Question “1. The existing car rails are 15# and the counterweight
rails 8#. The existing rails meet current code for the State of
Washington, the JHA will not require these rails to be replaced.”

Answer “Do not provide new Guide 15# rails, reuse existing.
Section 14 29 00, Page 17, Guide Rails, Delete: “Provide new
guide 15# rails and brackets where 7# rails exist on car and/or
counterweights.”
Make read: “Reuse existing guide 15# rails and brackets where 7#
rails exist on counterweights retain existing.””
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